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(54) Reliability processing methods and systems in the networking of metro ethernet network 
providing multi-service

(57) A reliability processing method and system in
networking of Metro Ethernet Network providing multi-
service are provided. The method includes: establishing
a Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) group with
at least two service control gateways, establishing net-
work connections between an access device (UPE) and
the service control gateways in the Virtual Router Re-
dundancy Protocol group by a Virtual Private LAN Serv-
ice (VPLS); establishing Layer 2 service and Layer 3
service connections between an active service control
gateway and the Access device after active and standby
service control gateways in the Virtual Router Redun-
dancy Protocol group are determined according to a
processing result of a Virtual Router Redundancy Proto-
col message, and performing Layer 2 service and Layer
3 service processing. With the present invention, when
the MAN service is in fault, all the Layer 2 and Layer 3
services may be switched to the standby service control
gateway quickly, and the switching may be on the order

of milliseconds. Therefore, the reliability of the Layer 2
and Layer 3 services of the MAN may be sufficiently guar-
anteed, and the overhead of the system may be reduced
significantly.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the reliability
processing technique for Metropolitan (Metro) Ethernet
data, and more particularly, to the reliability processing
methods and systems in the networking of Metro Ether-
net Network providing multi-service.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The Ethernet technique, simple and familiar to
users, originates from the Local Area Network (LAN).
Moreover, the Ethernet is a standard technique with good
interoperability, support from wide software and hard-
ware, and low cost. Meanwhile, it is a media-independent
bearer technique which may interface with different trans-
mission medium such as the twisted pairs, cable and
various optical fibers, thereby avoiding the cost of rewir-
ing. Therefore, the Ethernet networking technique is be-
ing significantly developed, and is becoming the bearer
network for the Metro Area Network (MAN).
[0003] However, for the operable telecom-level Metro
Ethernet, there are many problems to be solved regard-
ing the architecture, network management, protection
technique, Quality of Service (QoS) technique, as well
as the service provision. With respect to the service pro-
tection, the Ethernet is originally designed for the internal
applications for LAN users, without guarantee from a se-
curity mechanism. After it is extended to the telecom-
level Metro Ethernet, a more reliable security mechanism
is required in order to provide the reliability guarantees
for the telecom services within the MAN. The Ethernet
may be applied in the Metro telecom network environ-
ment as a telecom-level multi-service platform only if the
major problem above is solved properly.
[0004] The conventional techniques involved in the
present invention are briefly illustrated below.
[0005] 1. Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Tech-
nique
[0006] The MPLS belongs to the network architecture
of the 3rd generation, and is a high-speed IP backbone
switching standard of the new generation proposed by
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The MPLS
is a switching technique with the Layer 3 route incorpo-
rating the Layer 2 attributes, and introduces a label-
based mechanism, in which the routing and data forward-
ing are separated and the path by which a packet passes
through the network is specified by the label.
[0007] 2. Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) tech-
nique
[0008] The VPLS is a service providing a similar LAN
on the MPLS network. The VPLS enables users at dis-
persed geographical locations to access the network si-
multaneously and access each other, as if these loca-
tions are connected to the LAN directly. The VPLS ena-
bles the users to extend their LANs to the MAN, even to

the Wide Area Network (WAN).
[0009] 3. Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)
technique
[0010] Generally, all the hosts in an internal network
are configured with the same default route, pointing to
the export gateway, thereby implementing the commu-
nications between the hosts and the external networks.
If the export gateway is in fault, the communications be-
tween the hosts and the external networks will be inter-
rupted. It is a common method to configure multiple ex-
port gateways in order to improve the system reliability.
However, the routing among the multiple export gate-
ways becomes a problem to be solved. The VRRP is a
fault-tolerant protocol, in which the implementation of the
physical devices and logical devices is separated and
the default gateway of the terminal IP device is redun-
dancy backed up, so that a standby router will take over
the forwarding work upon one router is out of work, there-
by providing transparent switching to the user, and solv-
ing the problem noted above properly.
[0011] In the conventional art, the services deployed
on the Metro Area Network generally include many types
of services, such as the Internet service, Virtual Private
Network (VPN) service, Broadcast TV (BTV) service, and
Video on demand/Voice over IP (VOD/VOIP) service. In
the practical networking, the network architecture in-
cludes a backbone layer, and a convergence & access
layer. Service Routers (SRs) are deployed at the network
edge of the backbone layer and the convergence & ac-
cess layer to implement the functions, such as the MAN
service control, user control, and security control. Gen-
erally, in order to ensure the reliability of the network, the
network service routers are disposed in an active-stand-
by manner, so that the standby device starts to operate
upon the active device is in fault, thereby ensuring that
the network service will not be interrupted.
[0012] For the Layer 3 network services, such as the
VOD, VOIP, and Layer 3 VPN, the VRRP protocol may
be configured between the active and standby service
routers, so that the related services may be switched to
the standby service router when the network is in fault or
the active service router is in fault. However, the VRRP
is a Layer 3 network protocol not applicable for Layer 2
services, such as the internet (PPP access) service, and
Layer 2 VPN service. Thus, when the network is in fault
or the active service router is in fault, there is no highly
effective protection method to switch the Layer 2 services
for users to the standby service router quickly. In the con-
ventional technique, the Layer 2 service switches to the
path of the standby router with a Spanning Tree Protocol
(STP) algorithm. However, the STP algorithm has a rel-
atively long convergence time, which may not satisfy the
requirement of rapid switching of network services. Ac-
cordingly, a disadvantage of the conventional technique
is the lack of an effective, rapid and reliable redundancy
standby mechanism for Layers 2 and Layer 3 services.
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SUMMARY

[0013] Reliability processing methods and systems in
networking of a Metro Ethernet Network providing multi-
service are provided in various embodiments of the
present invention, to solve the problem of reliability pro-
tection technique in the conventional art for uniformly
switching of the various services deployed in the Metro
Ethernet Network when the Metro Ethernet Network is in
fault.
[0014] A reliability processing method in networking of
a Metro Ethernet Network providing multi-service is pro-
vided according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0015] The method includes: establishing a Virtual
Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) group with at least
two service control gateways (service routers), and es-
tablishing network connections between an access de-
vice (UPE) and the service control gateways in the VRRP
group by a Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS); and es-
tablishing Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service connec-
tions between an active service control gateway and the
access device after active and standby service control
gateway in the VRRP group are determined according
to a processing result of a VRRP message, and perform-
ing Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service processing.
[0016] A reliability processing system in networking of
a Metro Ethernet Network providing multi-service is also
provided according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[0017] The system includes: an access device (UPE)
and at least two service control gateways, and further
includes a service switching module.
[0018] The at least two service control gateways form
a Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) group,
and the access device establishes network connections
with the service control gateways in the VRRP group by
a Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS), respectively.
[0019] The service switching module is configured to
establish Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service connec-
tions between an active service control gateway and the
access device after active and standby service control
gateways in the VRRP group are determined according
to a processing result of a VRRP message, and perform
Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service processing.
In further aspects of the invention, a reliability processing
method in networking of a Metro Ethernet Network pro-
viding multi-service maybe provided, wherein, a Virtual
Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) group is estab-
lished with at least two service control gateways, and
network connections are established between an access
device (UPE) and the service control gateways in the
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol group by a Virtual
Private LAN Service (VPLS), respectively; the method
comprising:

establishing Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service con-
nections between an active service control gateway

and the access device after an active and a standby
service control gateways in the Virtual Router Re-
dundancy Protocol group are determined according
to a processing result of a Virtual Router Redundan-
cy Protocol message; and performing Layer 2 serv-
ice and Layer 3 service processing.

Optional, the establishing the connections comprises: for
the Layer 3 service, notifying, by the active service control
gateway, the access device of an address of the active
service control gateway, and establishing, by the access
device, the Layer 3 service connection with the active
service control gateway according to the gateway ad-
dress; for the Layer 2 service, obtaining, by the access
device after broadcasting a message, the gateway ad-
dress according to a response message from the active
service control gateway, and establishing, by the access
device, the Layer 2 service connection with the active
service control gateway according to the gateway ad-
dress.
Optional, for the Layer 3 service, the active service con-
trol gateway notifies the access device of the address of
the active service control gateway by a gratuitous Ad-
dress Resolution Protocol (ARP) message via a Virtual
Private LAN Service (VPLS) pseudo-wire (PW).
Optional, for the Layer 2 service, the access device
broadcasts the message to the service control gateways
in the Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol group via a
Virtual Private LAN Service pseudo-wire, the active serv-
ice control gateway responds the access device a re-
sponse message, and the access device establishes the
Layer 2 service connection with the active service control
gateway according to the response message.
Optional, establishing the connections comprises: noti-
fying, by the active service control gateway, the access
device of an address of the active service control gate-
way; and establishing, by the access device, the Layer
2 service and Layer 3 service connections with the active
service control gateway according to the notification.
Optional, the active service control gateway notifies the
access device by a gratuitous Address Resolution Pro-
tocol message via a service pseudo-wire, and the access
device establishes the Layer 2 service and Layer 3 serv-
ice connections with the active service control gateway
according to the gratuitous Address Resolution Protocol
message.
Optional, establishing Layer 2 service and Layer 3 serv-
ice connections between the standby service control
gateway and the access device.
Optional, for the Layer 2 service, after the active service
control gateway and the standby service control gateway
are interchanged according to a processing result of a
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol message, sending,
by the altered active service control gateway, a media
access control (MAC) address withdraw message to the
access device by a Virtual Private LAN Service control
protocol; broadcasting, by the access device, a message
to the service control gateways in the Virtual Router Re-
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dundancy Protocol group by a Virtual Private LAN Serv-
ices pseudo-wire; responding, by the new active service
control gateway, a message to the access device; and
performing, by the access device, Layer 2 service
processing with the new active service control gateway
according to the response message.
Optional, after the active service control gateway and
standby service control gateway are interchanged ac-
cording to a processing result of a Virtual Router Redun-
dancy Protocol message, notifying, by the new active
service control gateway, the access device of the ad-
dress of the new active service control gateway; and per-
forming, by the Access device, Layer 2 and Layer 3 serv-
ice processing with the new active service control gate-
way according to the notification.
Optional, the new service control gateway notifies the
Access device by a gratuitous Address Resolution Pro-
tocol message via a service pseudo-wire, and the Access
device performs Layer 2 and Layer 3 service processing
with the new service control gateway according to the
gratuitous Address Resolution Protocol message.
Optional, the Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol mes-
sage is transmitted via a pseudo-wire.
In further aspects of the invention, a reliability processing
system in networking of a Metro Ethernet Network pro-
viding multi-service maybe provided, the reliability
processing system comprising an access device (UPE)
and at least two service control gateways, and further
comprising a service switching module, wherein: the at
least two service control gateways form a Virtual Router
Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) group, the Access device
establishes network connections with the service control
gateways in the Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol
group by a Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS), respec-
tively; the service switching module is configured to es-
tablish Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service connections
between a active service control gateway and the Access
device after active and standby service control gateways
in the Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol group are de-
termined according to a processing result of a Virtual
Router Redundancy Protocol message, and to perform
Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service processing.
Optional, the service switching module is configured, for
the Layer 3 service, to establish the Layer 3 service con-
nection between the Access device and the active serv-
ice control gateway according to a gateway address no-
tified to the Access device by the active service control
gateway, and is configured, for the Layer 2 service, to
establish the Layer 2 service connection between the
Access device and the active service control gateway
according to a gateway address obtained from a re-
sponse message of the active service control gateway
after the Access device broadcasts a message; or, the
service switching module is configured to establish the
Layer 2 and Layer 3 service connections between the
Access device and the active service control gateway
according to a notification of the active service control
gateway.

Optional, the service switching module is further config-
ured to establish Layer 2 and Layer 3 service connections
between the Access device and the standby service con-
trol gateway.
Optional, after the active and standby service control
gateway are interchanged according to a processing re-
sult of a Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol message,
the service switching module is further configured to
switch to the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service connections
between the access device and the new active service
control gateway to perform Layer 2 and Layer 3 service
processing according to a notification from the new active
service control gateway.
[0020] The beneficial effect of the embodiments of the
present invention is that when the Metro Ethernet Net-
work is in fault, the various services deployed in the Metro
Ethernet Network may be switched uniformly, so as to
provide protection for the reliability of the multi service
connections.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING(S)

[0021] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an application
environment for a reliability processing method in the
Metro Area Network (MAN) providing multi-service, ac-
cording to an embodiment;
[0022] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of implementing
a reliability processing method in the MAN providing mul-
ti-service, according to an embodiment; and
[0023] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a relia-
bility processing system in the MAN providing multi-serv-
ice, according to an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] The embodiments of the present invention are
illustrated in conjunction with the drawings below.
[0025] In the Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VR-
RP), there are two groups of important concepts: VRRP
router and virtual router, as well as active router and
standby router. The VRRP router refers to the router run-
ning the VRRP and is a physical entity; and the virtual
router is a logical concept created by the VRRP protocol.
A group of VRRP routers co-operate to constitute a virtual
router. The virtual router appears to the external as a
logical router with a unique fixed Internet Protocol (IP)
address and Media Access Control (MAC) address. The
routers within the same VRRP group have two exclusive
roles: active router and standby router. There has and
only has one active router and may have one or more
standby routers in one VRRP group. The VRRP protocol
uses a selection policy to select one from the router group
as the active, which is responsible for the Address Res-
olution Protocol (ARP) response and forwarding the IP
data packets. The other routers in the group are standby
routers in a standby status. When the active router is in
fault for some reason, a standby router may be upgraded
to an active router after a delay of several seconds. The
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switching is transparent to the end users since it is very
rapid and does not change the IP address and the MAC
address.
[0026] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) is deployed at the
Convergence & Access Layer of the Metro Area Network
(MAN). Multiple VPLS data links are established between
a service control gateway, for example, service router
(SR) and an access device, for example, User facing
Provider Edge Router (UPE), for different services,
where all the data links are managed uniformly at the SR.
Also, a VRRP management group is configured for each
UPE at the SR. The VRRP protocol is running between
the VRRP management groups of the active and standby
SRs. The SRs set the related data links as active or stand-
by according to a VRRP state. An active data link may
send and receive data normally, while a standby data
link sends and receives no service data except the VRRP
messages. If the network or the active SR is in fault, a
standby SR is changed to an active device by the rapid
detection mechanism of the VRRP, and the related data
links are changed to an active state, so that the data
services may be switched to the standby SR quickly. With
the Bidirectional Forwarding Detection, for example, BFD
for VRRP, service protection switching on the order of
milliseconds may be achieved.
[0027] With the same principle, the VPLS may be de-
ployed at the Convergence & Access Layer of the MAN,
and multiple VPLS data links are established between a
service router and the UPE for different services. Also,
a VRRP management group is configured for each UPE
at the SR, while the VRRP management group may utilize
the Layer 3 service interface. The VRRP protocol runs
between the VRRP management groups of the two SRs.
The UPE manages all the service data links uniformly,
and directs all the egress interfaces for the Layer 2 and
Layer 3 service data to the service data links connected
to the active SR after receiving a gratuitous ARP mes-
sages issued from the active SR. If the network or the
active SR is in fault, a standby SR is changed to an active
device by the rapid detection mechanism of the VRRP,
for sending a control message to the UPE. After receiving
the message, the UPE modifies the directions of all the
egress interfaces for the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service
data, so that the data services may be switched to the
standby service router quickly. With the BFD for VRRP,
service protection switching on the order of milliseconds
may be achieved.
[0028] In other words, the services between the serv-
ice router and the UPE are transmitted via the VPLS data
links. Connectivity detection is performed between the
active and standby service routers, and the data links are
set to an active or standby state according to the detec-
tion state. A standby data link sends and receives no
data. The correct forwarding of all the Layer 2 and Layer
3 data and the protection switching in network fault are
guaranteed by identifying the active or standby state of
the data links. Or, the UPE may direct all the egress in-

terfaces for the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service data to the
service data links connected to the active service router
after receiving a control message issued from the active
service router, so as to achieve the correct forwarding of
the Layer 2 and Layer 3 data as well as the protection
switching in network fault.
[0029] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an application
environment of a reliability processing method in a MAN
providing multi-service. As illustrated, a VRRP group is
established with at least two service routers (SRs). Net-
work connections between the UPE and the service rout-
ers in the VRRP group are established by the Virtual Pri-
vate LAN Service (VPLS), respectively.
[0030] Two service routers are shown as an example,
i.e., the UPE is connected to two service routers, SR1
and SR2, respectively. The VPLS is running between the
service routers and the UPE. The UPE establishes two
VPLS Pseudo-Wires (PWs) for each accessed service,
one to SR1, and the other to SR2.
[0031] One VRRP group is configured between the two
SRs. The VRRP group transmits the VRRP protocol mes-
sages between SR1 and SR2 by the PWs with the UPE.
The BFD for VRRP may be run in order to accelerate the
detection.
[0032] According to a VRRP protocol state, the active
SR sets its service PWs to an active state, and the stand-
by SR sets its service PWs to a standby state. The PW
in the standby state sends and receives no service mes-
sage except the VRRP messages.
[0033] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of implementing
a reliability processing method in the Metro Area Network
providing multi-service. As illustrated, the method in-
cludes the following steps.
[0034] Step 201: A VRRP group is established with at
least two service routers, and network connections be-
tween a UPE and the service routers in the VRRP group
are established by the Virtual Private LAN Service
(VPLS), respectively.
[0035] Step 202: After the active and standby service
routers in the VRRP group are determined according to
a processing result of a VRRP message, Layer 2 service
and Layer 3 service connections between the service
routers and the UPE are established, and the Layer 2
service and Layer 3 service processing between the ac-
tive service router and the UPE are performed.
[0036] For the Layer 3 service, a service router notifies
the UPE, which establishes the Layer 3 service connec-
tion with the service router. In the implementation, for the
Layer 3 service, the service router may notify the UPE
of the gateway address via a gratuitous ARP message;
for the Layer 2 service, the UPE broadcasts a message
and establishes the Layer 2 service connection with the
service router according to a response message.
[0037] In the implementation, the UPE may be notified
that which device is the active device by a service router.
The UPE establishes the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service
connections with the active service router according to
the notification, and performs the service processing.
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[0038] Step 203: When the processing result of the
VRRP message varies, the service router in the VRRP
group to establish a service connection with the UPE is
determined according to the message, and the service
processing is commenced.
[0039] For the Layer 3 service, the service router no-
tifies the UPE of the gateway address, and the UPE es-
tablishes a Layer 3 service connection with the service
router. In the implementation, for the Layer 3 service, the
service router may notify the UPE via the gratuitous ARP
message. For the Layer 2 service, after the service router
to establish a service connection with the UPE is altered
according to the processing result of the VRRP message,
the altered service router may send a control message
to the UPE by the VPLS control protocol. The UPE re-
learns the gateway address according to the control mes-
sage, and commences the Layer 2 service processing
with the active service router.
[0040] In the implementation, after the service router
to establish a service connection with the UPE is altered
according to the processing result of the VRRP message,
the altered service router may notify the UPE, which com-
mences the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service processing with
the service router according to the notification. The al-
tered service router may notify the UPE via a gratuitous
ARP message, and the UPE commences the Layer 2
and Layer 3 service processing with the service router
according to the gratuitous ARP message.
[0041] In the above embodiment, when the network is
in normal operation:
The VRRP protocol between the SRs operates normally,
and the two SRs are set to the proper active and standby
states. For the Layer 3 service, the active SR sends a
gratuitous ARP message to the UPE at the related serv-
ice PW, so that the service data related to the UPE may
be transmitted to the active SR. For the Layer 2 service,
the UPE may learn the MAC address first, and send a
broadcast message to SR1 and SR2 via the two service
PWs. The active SR may respond the UPE message,
while the standby SR performs no processing. As such,
after the UPE learns the MAC address from the active
SR, the subsequent messages will be transmitted to the
active SR device by unicast.
[0042] When the active SR is in fault or the network
from the UPE to the active SR is in fault:
The standby SR2 is changed to the VRRP active state if
it is unable to receive the VRRP protocol message. Mean-
while, the related service PW is changed to the active
state. After SR2 is changed to the active device, for the
Layer 3 service, a gratuitous ARP message is sent to the
UPE via the related service PW, so that the service data
related to the UPE may be transmitted to the proper serv-
ice router. After SR2 is changed to the active device, for
the Layer 2 service, a MAC address withdraw message
is sent to the UPE by the VPLS control protocol, so that
the UPE may relearn the MAC address, and direct the
gateway of the Layer 2 service to SR2.
[0043] For the situation where the UPE directs all the

egress interfaces for the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service
data to the service PW connected to the active SR to
implement the proper forwarding of data after receiving
the gratuitous ARP message issued from the active SR,
when the network is in normal operation:
The VRRP protocol between the SRs operates normally,
and the two SRs are set to the proper active and standby
states. The active SR issues a gratuitous ARP message,
and the UPE directs all the egress interfaces for the Layer
2 and Layer 3 service data to the service PW connected
to the active SR after receiving the message, so that the
subsequent Layer 2 and Layer 3 service data may be
forwarded properly.
[0044] When the active SR is in fault or the network
from the UPE to the active SR is in fault:
The standby SR2 is changed to the VRRP active state if
it is unable to receive the VRRP protocol message, and
sends a gratuitous ARP message to the UPE at the same
time. The UPE modifies the egress interfaces for all Layer
2 and Layer 3 service data to point to the service PW
connected to SR2 after receiving the gratuitous ARP
message, so that the subsequent Layer 2 and Layer 3
service data may be forwarded properly.
[0045] A reliability processing system in the MAN pro-
viding multi-service is also provided according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention. The implementation
of the system will be illustrated below in conjunction with
the drawings.
[0046] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a relia-
bility processing system in the MAN providing multi-serv-
ice. As illustrated, the system includes a UPE and at least
two service routers, as well as a service switching mod-
ule.
[0047] The at least two service routers form a virtual
router Redundancy protocol (VRRP) group. The UPE es-
tablishes network connections with the service routers in
the VRRP group by the Virtual Private LAN Service
(VPLS), respectively.
[0048] The service switching module determines the
active and standby service routers in the VRRP group
according to a processing result of a VRRP message,
establishes Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service connec-
tions between the active service router and the UPE, and
performs the Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service
processing.
[0049] For the Layer 3 service, the service switching
module establishes the Layer 3 service connection be-
tween the UPE and a service router according to the no-
tification from the service router, and performs service
processing; for the Layer 2 service, after the UPE broad-
casts a message, the service switching module estab-
lishes the Layer 2 service connection between the UPE
and the service router according to a response message,
and performs service processing.
[0050] For the Layer 2 service, after the service router
to establish a service connection with the UPE is altered
according to the processing result of the VRRP message,
the service switching module switches to the Layer 2
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service connection between the UPE and the altered
service router according to the response message sent
by the altered service router by the VPLS control protocol,
and commences the service processing.
[0051] The service switching module may also perform
the service processing via the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service
connections between the UPE and the service router ac-
cording to the notification from the service router.
[0052] After the service router to establish a service
connection with the UPE is altered according to the
processing result of the VRRP message, the service
switching module switches to the Layer 2 and Layer 3
service connections between the UPE and the altered
service router according to a notification from the altered
service router to perform service processing.
[0053] As apparent from the above embodiments,
when the MAN SR is in fault or the network from the SR
to the UPE is in fault, all the Layer 2 and Layer 3 services
may be switched to the standby service router quickly,
where the switching may be implemented in milliseconds.
The service reliability for the Layer 2 and Layer 3 services
of the MAN, including the Internet service, VPN service,
VOD/VOIP, etc., may be sufficiently guaranteed. Since
the VRRP protocol will not run repeatedly between the
service routers for all the network services for connec-
tivity detection, the overhead of the system may be re-
duced significantly.
[0054] Apparently, various modifications and varia-
tions may be made by those skilled in the art without
departing from the scope of the present invention. As
such, if these modifications and variations fall within the
scope of the claims of the present invention and the
equivalents thereof, these modifications and variations
are intended to be within the present invention.

Claims

1. A reliability processing method in networking of a
Metro Ethernet Network providing multi-service,
characterized in that, a Virtual Router Redundancy
Protocol (VRRP) group is established with at least
two service control gateways, and network connec-
tions are established between an access device
(UPE) and the service control gateways in the Virtual
Router Redundancy Protocol group by a Virtual Pri-
vate LAN Service (VPLS), respectively;
the method comprises:

notifying, by the active service control gateway,
the access device of an address of the active
service control gateway;
establishing, by the access device, the Layer 2
service and Layer 3 service connections with
the active service control gateway according to
the notification;
wherein, the active service control gateway sets
its service PWs to an active state, and the stand-

by SR sets its service PWs to a standby state;
the PW in the standby state sends and receives
no service message except the VRRP message;
after the active service control gateway and the
standby service control gateway are inter-
changed according to a processing result of a
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol message;
notifying, by the new active service control gate-
way, the access device of the address of the
new active service control gateway; and
performing, by the access device, Layer 2 and
Layer 3 service processing with the new active
service control gateway according to the notifi-
cation.

2. The method of claim 1, characterized in that, es-
tablishing the connections comprising:

for the Layer 3 service, notifying, by the active
service control gateway, the access device of
an address of the active service control gateway,
and establishing, by the access device, the Lay-
er 3 service connection with the active service
control gateway according to the gateway ad-
dress;
for the Layer 2 service, obtaining, by the access
device after broadcasting a message, the gate-
way address according to a response message
from the active service control gateway, and es-
tablishing, by the access device, the Layer 2
service connection with the active service con-
trol gateway according to the gateway address.

3. The method of claim 2, characterized in that, for
the Layer 3 service, the active service control gate-
way notifies the access device of the address of the
active service control gateway by a gratuitous Ad-
dress Resolution Protocol (ARP) message via a Vir-
tual Private LAN Service (VPLS) pseudo-wire (PW).

4. The method of claim 2, characterized in that, for
the Layer 2 service, the access device broadcasts
the message to the service control gateways in the
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol group via a Vir-
tual Private LAN Service pseudo-wire, the active
service control gateway responds the access device
a response message, and the access device estab-
lishes the Layer 2 service connection with the active
service control gateway according to the response
message.

5. The method of claim 1, characterized in that, the
active service control gateway notifies the access
device by a gratuitous Address Resolution Protocol
message via a service pseudo-wire, and the access
device establishes the Layer 2 service and Layer 3
service connections with the active service control
gateway according to the gratuitous Address Reso-
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lution Protocol message.

6. The method of claim 1, characterized in further
comprising:

establishing Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service
connections between the standby service con-
trol gateway and the access device.

7. The method of claim 6, characterized in further
comprising:

for the Layer 2 service, after the active service
control gateway and the standby service control
gateway are interchanged according to a
processing result of a Virtual Router Redundan-
cy Protocol message,
sending, by the altered active service control
gateway, a media access control (MAC) ad-
dress withdraw message to the access device
by a Virtual Private LAN Service control protocol;
broadcasting, by the access device, a message
to the service control gateways in the Virtual
Router Redundancy Protocol group by a Virtual
Private LAN Services pseudo-wire;
responding, by the new active service control
gateway, a message to the access device;
and
performing, by the access device, Layer 2 serv-
ice processing with the new active service con-
trol gateway according to the response mes-
sage.

8. The method of claim 1, characterized in that, the
new service control gateway notifies the Access de-
vice by a gratuitous Address Resolution Protocol
message via a service pseudo-wire, and the Access
device performs Layer 2 and Layer 3 service
processing with the new service control gateway ac-
cording to the gratuitous Address Resolution Proto-
col message.

9. The method of claim 1, characterized in that, the
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol message is
transmitted via a pseudo-wire.

10. A reliability processing system in networking of a
Metro Ethernet Network providing multi-service,
comprising an access device (UPE) and at least two
service control gateways, characterized in further
comprising a service switching module, wherein:

the at least two service control gateways form a
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)
group, the Access device establishes network
connections with the service control gateways
in the Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol
group by a Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS),

respectively;
the service switching module is configured to
establish Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service
connections between a active service control
gateway and the Access device after active and
standby service control gateways in the Virtual
Router Redundancy Protocol group are deter-
mined according to a processing result of a Vir-
tual Router Redundancy Protocol message, and
to perform Layer 2 service and Layer 3 service
processing;
after the active and standby service control gate-
way are interchanged according to a processing
result of a Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol
message, the service switching module is fur-
ther configured to switch to the Layer 2 and Lay-
er 3 service connections between the access
device and the new active service control gate-
way to perform Layer 2 and Layer 3 service
processing according to a notification from the
new active service control gateway.

11. The system of claim 10, characterized in that, the
service switching module is configured, for the Layer
3 service, to establish the Layer 3 service connection
between the Access device and the active service
control gateway according to a gateway address no-
tified to the Access device by the active service con-
trol gateway, and is configured, for the Layer 2 serv-
ice, to establish the Layer 2 service connection be-
tween the Access device and the active service con-
trol gateway according to a gateway address ob-
tained from a response message of the active serv-
ice control gateway after the Access device broad-
casts a message;
or, the service switching module is configured to es-
tablish the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service connections
between the Access device and the active service
control gateway according to a notification of the ac-
tive service control gateway.

12. The system of claim 10, characterized in that, the
service switching module is further configured to es-
tablish Layer 2 and Layer 3 service connections be-
tween the Access device and the standby service
control gateway.

13. A access device, comprises:

means for establishing the Layer 2 service and
Layer 3 service connections with the active serv-
ice control gateway according to a notification
generated by a active service control gateway;
means for performing Layer 2 and Layer 3 serv-
ice processing with the new active service con-
trol gateway according to a notification which
includes the address of a new active service
control gateway;
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wherein the notification is generated by the new
active service control gateway after the active
service control gateway and the standby service
control gateway are interchanged according to
a processing result of a Virtual Router Redun-
dancy Protocol message.

14. The access device of claim 13, characterized in
that the means for establishing the Layer 2 service
and Layer 3 service connections with the active serv-
ice control gateway according to a notification gen-
erated by a active service control gateway compris-
ing:

means for receiving a gratuitous ARP messages
issued from the active service control gateway;
and
means for directing all the egress interfaces for
the Layer 2 and Layer 3 service data to the serv-
ice data links connected to the active service
control gateway to establish the Layer 2 and
Layer 3 service connections with the active serv-
ice control gateway.

15. The access device of claim 13, further comprising :

means for establishing Layer 2 service and Lay-
er 3 service connections between the standby
service control gateway and the access device.
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